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Before the Age of COVID-19

• The era of strategy work and 
discipline specific piloting 


• Early adopters - various 
development initiatives 


• Some university level breakthroughs


• Ministry funded national 
programmes for digital pedagogy 
and online learning environments


• National and European level 
guidelines and frameworks

Finnish Higher Education

2016

https://trepo.tuni.fi/bitstream/handle/10024/99877/978-952-03-0156-9.pdf?sequence=3&isAllowed=y


Flipped Classroom
University of Eastern Finland 

https://www3.uef.fi/en/web/
ameba/fc-uef

Since 2015



eAMK: Digitalisation of the University of Applied Sciences’ Pedagogy

https://www.eamk.fi/en/pedagogy2/



Education in the Age of COVID-19

• Teaching and guidance has been 
organised as widely as possible 
in alternative ways, including 
distance learning, various digital 
learning environments and, 
where necessary, independent 
learning.


• First days, weeks and months 
were ok, but…

The Big Leap





Digitization & Digitalization 
• Digitalisation refers to a process in which analogue information and processes are converted into digital format 

(Brenner &  Kreiss, 2014). 


• The metaphor of digitalisation in education emerged during a period when phenomena such as budget cuts and 
privatisation, layoffs and outsourcing of labour marked the ethos of the twenty-first century. During this time, 
digitalisation was constructed as an ultimate purpose and an all-encompassing matter in education. (Vivitsou, 2019)


• Digitization in higher education means activity, for example implementing education technology to learning design 
in order to improve pedagogics and learning outcomes –and/or the accessibility and scalability, or implementing 
information systems to streamline business processes and practices. (Haukijärvi, 2016)


• Digitalization of higher education is ultimately about the transformation of the surrounding environment and the 
field of higher education in general. Digitalization of a higher education institution is a strategic organization-wide 
transformation and learning process, linked to the acknowledgment of the thoroughness of the megatrend: how it 
affects and what threats and possibilities it may deliver to our competitiveness now and in the future, and how it 
therefore must be grasped from multiple perspectives. (Haukijärvi, 2016)


• Digital disruption leads to transformations through new technologies, to environmental turbulence capable of 
producing industry-level upheaval. (Skog, Wimelius, & Sandberg, 2018)

Digital Disruption



Sitra’s Megatrends 2020 https://www.sitra.fi/en/topics/megatrends/#what-is-this-about

https://www.sitra.fi/en/topics/megatrends/#what-is-this-about


#AuroraAI programme Finland  
– life-event ecosystems



Digital strategy on 
an individual, 
organizational, 
industry or societal 
level

• Competence-orientation 
• Ongoing Professional 

Development / Development Plans 
• Organisational Strategies  
• Digital Transformation in the 

World of Work



RadSim offers various opportunities to simulate, test and train the safe use of 
medical radiation, while utilising diverse imaging methods.

https://www.oamk.fi/c5/en/about-oulu-and-ouas/laboratories/simlab/radsim/


It is not enough to be pedagogically 
effective while providing meaningful 
digital learning; we also need to 
promote digital competences to 
remotely access and operate the 
machines and equipment needed 
in different disciplines to ensure 
excellent learning experience when 
students are at home or at work. 

Virtual Visits

The Full Power of 
Digital Transformation

Simulations, robots and drones, 


Internet of Things, Augmented Reality, 


Virtual Reality, wireless technologies, 5G, 6G….

Arctic Drone Labs 

https://www.arcticdronelabs.com/


Digital Twins

A digital twin is a digital replica 
of a living or non-living physical 
entity. Digital twin refers to a 
digital replica of potential and 
actual physical assets, 
processes, people, places, 
systems and devices that can 
be used for various purposes.

Photo: Kati Mäenpää

https://yle.fi/uutiset/3-11503341?fbclid=IwAR0iVcfRawBhQbGcctu__GqUsQl95wH7HVsKiRBSjTYUCQVqpg7NdkeIPEk


Digital Twins -  
A hybrid laboratory 
a) EaasLab for Energy 

b) CloudFront for Mechanical 
Engineering 

c) Virtual Musical Instrument 
Education Environment 

d) Remote Patient Examination and 
Monitoring Solutions 



Beyond Learning Management Systems



Smart Campus - How it could 
and should work? 



Connection Of 
Digital Pedagogy 
And Technology 

Competence-based education 
is challenged by complex, 
collaborative and technology-
driven thinking that requires 
pedagogical competences in 
terms of deep learning 
(Ruhalahti, 2019).



in the World of Work - How can we respond? 

• HYBRID TEACHING, EXPERT SUPPORT 
• HYBRID LEARNING, Learning to learn in new 

environments 

• Strengthening the working life perspective 
• Upskilling, reskilling the individual competences needed in 

professional life 
• Research-based but competence-oriented education and 

training 
• Integrating theory and practice, RDI activities and education 
• Collaborating in digital environments and developing 

customer oriented services 

Digital Transformation

Research Framework 
Theoretical Framework

Hyper learning experiences at home, work or school 
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